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Envirosight Releases New Wireless Jetscan HD Video Nozzle 
Accessory for sewer jetting trucks captures high-definition footage of pipe condition for immediate assessment. 

Randolph, NJ—March 4, 2019—Envirosight, the market leader in underground 

pipe inspection equipment, released a new wireless Jetscan HD video nozzle. The 

first generation of the Jetscan transformed jetting and cleaning work, providing 

operators a simple method to assess pipe condition and verify proper cleaning 

without calling in a CCTV truck. Now, Jetscan is wireless, capable of streaming HD 

video footage straight to a tablet upon removal from a manhole. The footage can 

be imported wirelessly or via a USB connection. Before video nozzles, operators 

cleaned blindly, relying on experience, instinct and effluent flow to determine if a 

line was clean. Jetscan provides an inexpensive method to assess pipe condition 

and cleaning success, eliminating repeated callouts and wasted resources. 

This second generation Jetscan provides the efficiency and optimization of the 

previous Jetscan with new features for greater ease-of-use and efficiency.  

• Tool-free sleds of varying sizes make it easy to deploy the Jetscan in a variety of line sizes. 

• Wireless charging eliminates plugs and removable batteries. 

• An app-based tablet interface makes it simple to view and annotate footage, and then upload it to Wincan Web. 

“We have always worked to make our products efficient and user-friendly,” says Richard Lindner, president of Envirosight. 

“Our upgraded Jetscan turns jetter trucks into camera trucks to provide cities with practical assessment tools.” 

About Envirosight LLC 

Randolph, New Jersey-based Envirosight, LLC provides sewer cameras and other pipeline inspection solutions to 

municipalities, contractors, departments of transportation, and civil/environmental engineers. Envirosight is a full-service 

manufacturer of robotic sewer inspection crawlers, zoom cameras, push cameras, inspection reporting and asset 

management software, and inspection vehicles. Envirosight is committed to ongoing innovation, delivering products that 

enhance user productivity and inspection detail. Envirosight serves customers through a trained network of regional sales 

partners who deliver localized support and expertise with rapid turnaround. All Envirosight technical employees hold 

NASSCO PACP certification. Visit Envirosight online at www.envirosight.com 
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